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On Saturday July 7th, 2012 the group Noisefold gave an intriguing and well attended live 
performance as part of currents 2012: the Santa Fe International New Media Festival, directed, 
organized, and curated by Frank Ragano and Mariannah Amster. In this performance, the 
members of Noisefold consisted of founders David Stout and Cory Metcalf with the addition of 
the internationally known cellist Frances-Marie Uitti. Uitti is one of the leading proponents of 
extended techniques and new music.  The work that they performed is in progress and still 
unnamed.

At the back of the stage were two large projection screens. These were flanked by two 
tables with computer and sound consoles for Stout and Metcalf, respectively.  At the center of 
the stage Uitti sat on a stool with her electronic cello. Her computer and sound equipment were 
placed on a crate to her right.  The staging suggested that Stout and Metcalf, who both were 
standing at opposite tables, were in a conversation or duel, facing not the audience but each 
other.  This staging had the pragmatic arrangement of allowing Stout and Metcalf simultaneously 
to see each other and the large screens, as well as their computer monitors and the cellist. Uitti 
who faced us directly in the more traditional relation of performer to audience, acted as a sort of 
mediator between the other artists.

The performance itself consisted of computer generated projections and sounds.  The 
performance was live, bringing forth images and sounds resulting from generative computer 
software and its real-time manipulation.  The machine was evident in everything which was 
heard and seen.  Even Uitti’s cello playing was heavily processed and at certain moments the 
authorship of a particular sound was hard to trace to her bowing and plucking of the cello.  In 
fact the journey of images and sounds from source to the projectors and loud speakers was not 
clearly definable.  How Metcalf’s and Stout’s manipulations created and influenced the sights 
and sounds was mysterious, created in the logic boards of their laptops. As a result, traditional 
observations of cause and effect of performer to performance was lost and the audience instead 
entered a state of wonder.

Sonic and visual structure pulsated, growing and collapsing back upon themselves with 
surprising and violent rapidity.  The structures and sounds were the products of simple 
geometries—sphere, cylinder, and plane—acting upon and coalescing into each other through 
systems of generative feedback.  What this meant exactly or how the lines of code created what 
was seen and heard was not clearly understood even by it creators, making Stout’s and Metcalf’s 
art essentially exploration.  What was created was perhaps more cosmological than biological.  
The structures were in states of constant dynamisms, simultaneously expanding and compressing 
space and time.  Were we looking at huge networks organized by tremendous forces of gravity, 
inertia, and fusion energy in which we became a timeless observer seeing billions of years 
condensed into an evening, or did we enter a microcosm of subatomic particles with their dances 
of growth and decay observed within minute fractions of a second?  One of the most successful 
aspects of this work was that Noisefold found in their machines’ language and play universal 
forms which told narratives of creation and destruction, becoming an exploration and 
documentation of these fundamental engines of change.

All of this buoyancy and transcendence, however, was tempered by a limiting structure of 
formal presentation.  The visual structures were often centered on the screens, pulsating from 
center to periphery and back.  It would be interesting to see if a more peripheral vision was used 
at times  to see  how the work would change. Stout and Metcalf also seemed bound to a 
codependency, never venturing far from the forms created by one or another.  Perhaps this was 
practical for clarity when considering we were not just seeing, but hearing these generations. 



None the less, it set up a constant state of comparison between the two performers’ approach 
which may have taken away some of the wholeness of the experience. Uitti and her cello did 
much to mediate this separation.  Her masterful artistry born in the corporal realm of body and 
tangible world gave the viewer a generous invitation into the work. We understood that what was 
heard and seen were gestations of body and soul.  The human element of Uitti and her 
understanding of tempo dynamics and volume mediated and grounded the vibrant and dynamic 
energies of Noisefold’s visual and aural systems which in the absence of Uitti felt like a danger 
that could accelerate and magnify to a point of sensory demolition.

Overall the performance presented the viewer with something quite magnificent.  The 
limitations were slight when considering the richness of sound and image that continued to 
intrigue the audience for a full hour of performance.  The striking aspect of this work was its 
ability to change so dynamically, and somehow continually be able to reference many familiar 
forms without becoming any one in particular.  It was a rare treat to see this sort of morphic and 
sonic exploration happening in real time, yet maintaining strong presence and richness.


